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Abstract — This paper aims to explore the current Egyptian consumers' perceptions toward the utilization and adoption of e-commerce conductions. Data for the research was collected from fifty interviewees using stratified sampling method. Unstructured interview questions were addressed to collect qualitative data pertaining to consumers' perception toward e-purchase decisions and their insight toward the availability of formal and haphazard e-purchasing conductions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The information and communication technology evolution has affected the way businesses are managed both internally and externally by creating new goods, services, delivery channels and tools by which the organization can enhance relationships with its customers (Karimi et al, 2001); consequently, evoking the concept and practice of e-commerce.

E-commerce is the use of information technology applications in business-to-customer (B2C) or business-to-business (B2B) contexts to attract new consumers and strengthen relationships with existing ones, through improving internal processes, existing products, and enhancing consumers' experience with product delivery (Bin et al, 2003). E-commerce has also been defined as the utilization of electronic information technology to conduct business between trading partners such as business to business or business to customer trading (Bin et al, 2003).

The successful presence of e-commerce through the Internet has helped create low cost and high efficiency for product and service sales through a more dynamic and interactive venue of opportunities where the world becomes the marketplace (Kamel et al, 2001).

E-commerce can take several forms based on the degree of digitization (Turban, 2001). This means the transformation from physical to digital of the product or service sold, the process of payment and ordering, and the delivery process. For example, purchasing a computer or a book which is delivered physically differs from purchasing an e-book or a software product from a website to be delivered digital. For the consumer, the purchasing decision will vary as most of the consumer would prefer to see the physical product and purchase it from the store rather than online.

The adoption of e-commerce process by consumers crystallizes around two major aspects: (1) getting information about the product and (2) purchasing the product from an online vendor (Pavlou, 2006). Business-to-consumer as a type of e-commerce is the activity in which consumers get information and purchase products using Internet technology (Olson and Olson 2000). Unlike traditional consumer behavior, Business- to-Consumer e-commerce has some key differences: (a) the extensive use of technology for transactions, (b) the impersonal nature of the online environment, (c) the ease by which information can be collected by multiple parties, (d) the uncertainty of using an open medium for transactions, and (e) the newness of the transaction medium (Pavlou, 2002).

In fact, the latter five points may represent some barriers to consumer when they choose to conduct their purchasing behavior online. As to narrow down the scope of this paper, the researcher will shed light on two interrelated themes to the adoption and diffusion of e-commerce in Egypt; specifically, e-commerce barriers and the trust issue related to its utilization. The researcher will further focus on the Egyptian consumers' perception toward e-purchasing as a one of the
II. EGYPT: A CLOSER LOOK

Egypt as a developing country with an economy in transition, has invested in building its information technology infrastructure. In 1994, the Internet became a priority for the government and the public sector as a tool for business and socioeconomic development, which has established the base for the practice of e-commerce. According to the Internet Systems Consortium (Zhang, 2011), a factor that
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45x368]In addition, to purchasing online. In fact, the latter point reflects one challenge facing the diffusion of e-commerce in Egypt; and further reflects the importance of perceived behavioral control (Ajzen 1991) as critical component of business to consumer e-commerce.

In fact, according to the Egyptian Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MICT), “Egypt's Internet bandwidth capacity has increased 71 percent over the past years”, a matter which leads to a more faster and reliable Internet access and usage (Journal of the American Chamber of Commerce in Egypt, 2012: 26) . In addition, according to MCIT, "mobile subscriptions increased 26 percent year-on-year to reach 80.4 million in September 2011, representing almost 100 percent penetration" as Egypt was one of the first countries in Africa to launch third generation (3G) mobile services (Journal of the American Chamber of Commerce in Egypt, 2012: 27).

Recently, the availability of fast Internet access and 3G mobile services have helped in the diffusion of social media access and usage. Face book and Twitter is becoming a strong phenomenon and a vital mean of communication among Egyptians and had led to the flourishing of some forms of what the researcher wants to call 'haphazard e-purchasing practices'. On social media web pages, Egyptians can conduct many socialization activities: they can chat, contact friends, notify each other with updates, share photos, events, search for lost friends, and other means of communication to the extent that it has been argued that Face book was a vital medium that strengthen Egyptians' political engagement and played a key role in preparing for Egypt's January 25th revolution, 2011. In addition, on Face book people can buy products, advertise and even sell some goods.

Further, it has been noticed that social networks are considered an existing medium for marketing and advertising. It can be clearly observed that there are many selling acts conducted on Face book, which can be considered informal forms of e-commerce conductions. A specific individual can publish on a Face book page the possibility of ordering certain products from abroad, or can announce the availability of certain products or services. Through sharing means of contacts, which in most cases are conducted via phone, the seller can contact the seller i.e. the individual and order a specific product or service. The latter conduct is what the researcher calls 'haphazard e-purchasing practices' that will be explained later at this paper; specifically, at the methodological framework part. The following part of the paper will shed light on the major barriers of e-commerce diffusion in Egypt,

III. BARRIERS TO E-COMMERCE

Among the general broad barriers to e-commerce is the perceived risk "due to the purchaser's inability to directly value product quality, the lack of personal contact with sellers, the cost of learning how to use Internet and change of channel or the absence of any personal interaction with other buyers” (Martin, 2011: 46). Another barrier is perceived uncertainty, according to Zhang (2011), uncertainty occurs when there are many implications to a decision; for elaboration, unlike the traditional shopping, online purchasing makes consumers more sensitive. In traditional shopping, consumers experience the commodities to reduce uncertainty before they make a purchase decision as they may visit the store, touch the commodity, or may seek advice from the salesperson. Physical interaction with the product prior to purchasing a specific product can play a role in customers' purchase decisions; according to Tahir Rashid (2003) trust can lead to the development of relationship marketing, which on the long run can create satisfied and loyal consumers. In fact, the latter aspect is very important as it helps in the diffusion process of e-purchasing.

It is obvious that the former factors that increase uncertainty are even more obvious with Consumer to Consumer type of e-commerce. In Business to Consumer [B2C], companies are legally registered, in such case they sell with either good or bad reputation (Zhang, 2011), a factor that if known will help in reducing the level of consumers' uncertainty during B2C interactions.

It has been noted that consumers' perceived uncertainty drive from both endogenous and exogenous uncertainty;
The latter point may lead to the discussion of consumers' payment systems of e-commerce as a mean to establish trust. According to Gary Schneider (2011), during e-purchasing activities, consumers can use a variety of payments such as credit, debit, and charge cards. Electronic cash is another form of payment on the Internet but is less popular due to its high cost as the cost of processing payment cards for small transactions are greater than the profit on such transactions. Moreover, "electronic wallet provide convenience to online shoppers as they maintain payment card information electronic cash, and personal consumer identification; consequently, eliminating the need to re-enter payment card and shipping information at a site's electronic checkout counter. Instead, the electronic wallet automatically fills in form information at the sites that recognize the particular software's technology" (Schneider, 2011:521).

"Stored-value cards, including smart cards and magnetic strip cards, are physical devices that hold information, including cash value, for the cardholder. Magnetic strip cards have limited capacity. Smart cards can store greater amounts of data on a microchip embedded in the card"; although trials of smart cards in the United States have not been successful, they are popular in other parts of the world (Schneider, 2011:521).

Further, with the use of e-commerce and accepting Internet as a source of retail, ethical issues prompt serious concerns about safety and ethical behavior to consumers and create new challenges; thus, marketers must understand how these ethical challenges relate to dissatisfaction and distrust in the online retailing environment as to foster further growth (Roman and Cuestas, 2008).

IV. E-COMMERCE AND TRUST

Many previous research implemented on the adoption of e-commerce showed that consumers do not trust the existing security technologies integrated within the general set-up of e-commerce; furthermore, those studies showed that consumers are worried about the credibility regarding the delivering the products and the e-merchants (Yahalom et al., 1993; Thomas et al., 1994; Cheskin Research, 1999; Pereira, 1999; Siyal, 2000).

The literature on e-commerce tackled the scope of trust as a cornerstone of conducting transactions. Successful e-commerce requires trust; and a proper understanding of online trust. The physical business conduction depends to a large degree on the level of trust involved between parties, which basically consist of "the security of transactions performed" and "the quality of the exchanged services or products" (Gritzalis & Gritzalis, 2001: 71). Researchers have demonstrated that trust leads to long-term exchange relationships in the field of business (Ganesan, 1994).

According to Kyosti Pennanen et al. (2007), it has been argued by Garbarino and Lee in 2003 that the definition of trust proposed by Mayer is the most widely accepted definition as it states that: 

"the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other party" (qtd. Pennanen et al., 2007: 29).

Obstacles to forging online trust crystallize around three major aspects: technical, which results of the development of inconsistent infrastructure of certification policies; legal, which emerges due to the availability of different or contradicting legislative frameworks that govern the conduction of e-commerce practices across countries; and finally the third obstacle is the managerial. It is worth mentioning that end users may trust the security of certain transactions, which at the same time does not enable the user to trust the quality of services or products offered by providers (Gritzalis & Gritzalis, 2001).

Some researchers have tried to solve the dilemma of trust between the buyer and seller during online conduct through introducing the idea of trusted intermediary as the consumer always needs the goods before he makes payment, while the merchant will not provide the good either a product or service unless being paid (Barkat, 2002).

Some recent research on e-trust has developed a value-based framework for the consumer e-trust building process. Pennanen et al concluded that there are two value-based external factors that consumers perceive as risks in e-commerce and that e-trust building process is dependent on individuals' personal values. By external factors Pennanen (2007) means the external agents such as "e-vendor, technology, other users of the Internet" or the price of products (P.33).
V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Data for the research was collected from 50 research samples using stratified sampling procedure. Unstructured interview questions were addressed to collect qualitative data pertaining to consumers' perception toward e-purchase decisions and their insight toward the availability of haphazard e-purchasing vendors. The integrated questions were analytical in nature as it attempted to reach both explanatory and exploratory data.

The researcher has highlighted the term 'haphazard e-purchasing practices', which according to the researcher, can be operationally defined as the availability of personal entity who advertises for his product or service on a social medium; those personal entities should not necessarily be specialized sellers, but rather a person who can ensure the availability of a specific product or service to prospect consumers.

Usually those haphazard sellers advertise for themselves on Face book WebPages and tag certain groups or users. They post a variety of photos, and post their phone contact as a mean to be reached. In most cases, they deliver the product to the consumer prior to the payment transactions. The payment is either conducted online via credit cards or in cash when the customer gets the product. For most cases, those sellers advertise for Brand product and designers whose products and styles are not yet available in Egypt.

On the other hand, the researcher defines the formal e-commerce conducts as the availability of specialized websites that sell its products or services online and requires the buyer to abide by the formal the formal procedures of online transactions and money transfer prior to receiving the product or service.

Regarding the sampling technique, the researcher used a non probability sampling method. The type used is the stratified sampling based on three main qualities. The three basic criteria for the research sample in order to be applicable to the research theme are to be a user of a social medium i.e. Twitter or Face book; to be an Egyptian, and to fit the required age frame & class.

The researcher used unstructured questions, which allowed the researcher to develop further elaborations during the interview and to attain detailed responses. The researcher gathered the data by recording interviewees’ responses.

In order to ensure internal validity, the researcher attempted to eliminate instrumentation as an artifact that can negatively affect the internal validity of the study. During the in-depth interviews, the researcher used unstructured questions and made sure that the order of questions was consistent; in addition, maturation was also eliminated. Each intensive interview lasted for an average of twenty minutes during one session with each respondent. Moreover, the researcher aimed at establishing rapport with each interviewee in an attempt to achieve comprehensive replies.

Besides, during the intensive interview, the researcher developed questions that seek in-depth elaborations from interviewees’ behalf as to ensure cross validation. Evaluation apprehension is another artifact that may negatively affect the  

Research findings crystallized around the aspect that the majority of research sample do not prefer the formal e-commerce vendors available in Egypt due to the lack of trust as they expressed their interest in purchasing merchants via regular means such as delivery or directly from the shop rather than online formal vendors. The basic reason behind the latter preferences is that consumers do not trust buying a specific product online.

The majority of the research sample expressed their preference that they would rather purchase merchants online from informal sellers available on Face book, the major justification behind their preference is their perceived control on the purchasing process and their ability to have physical contact with the product before paying for it.

The lack of trust in and proper orientation to e-commerce formal conduction are the major barriers to its utilization. The most popular products that consumer refer to buy online are new collections of clothing, books that are not yet available in the Egyptian market, sunglasses and cosmetics, watches, accessories and designer’s bags.

VI. RESEARCH FINDINGS

Research findings crystallized around the aspect that the majority of research sample do not prefer the formal e-commerce vendors available in Egypt due to the lack of trust as they expressed their interest in purchasing merchants via regular means such as delivery or directly from the shop rather than online formal vendors. The basic reason behind the latter preferences is that consumers do not trust buying a specific product online.

The majority of the research sample expressed their preference that they would rather purchase merchants online from informal sellers available on Face book, the major justification behind their preference is their perceived control on the purchasing process and their ability to have physical contact with the product before paying for it.

The lack of trust in and proper orientation to e-commerce formal conduction are the major barriers to its utilization. The most popular products that consumer refer to buy online are new collections of clothing, books that are not yet available in the Egyptian market, sunglasses and cosmetics, watches, accessories and designer’s bags.

VII. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

It is obvious that research findings reflect to a great extent that consumers' perception toward e-commerce acts as a barrier in the adoption and utilization of formal e-commerce transactions. Consumers do trust the haphazard types of e-commerce conducts due to its similarity to their regular every day purchasing acts.

In fact the latter point of having Egyptian consumers trust the 'haphazard' vendors rather than the formal structured ones reflects to a great extent that the range of consumers' perception is influenced by their surrounding culture. At the end of the 20th century, there were strong expectations that
Internet would lead to a maximized productivity and help in having a wide scale of egalitarian pattern; instead, people have adopted it for their specific culturally defined purposes (Mooij, 2011), which Similar to the case of most developing countries, where the volume of e-commerce is insignificant (Ramzy & Ogden, 2011).

It is obvious that the preference is toward buying merchants directly from the shop or having it delivered because as to have a contact with the product before buying it. Generally, when ordering a specific product via delivery, consumers pay after receiving the merchant, a situation which enables the consumer to check the product first, have a direct contact with its features before paying its price. On the other hand, the adoption of formal e-commerce transactions requires the consumer to pay prior to receiving the product or service. It is interesting to note that Egyptian consumers do trust the informal types of e-commerce vendors available online, which the researcher called the 'haphazard e-purchasing practices' rather than the formal structured ones.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper shed light on consumers' preference toward e-commerce conduction in Egypt, which the researcher categorized as formal and haphazard. It is interesting to note that Egyptian consumers do trust the haphazard conduction more that the formal e-commerce conduction due to the similarity of the haphazard ones to their regular physical modes of purchasing. The implication of this conclusion is that Egyptian consumers' perception may act as a future barrier in the diffusion and adoption of formal e-commerce procedures.

In fact, the latter aspects reflect that formal e-commerce adoption requires a legal & financial structure and a cohesive national initiative as to make it an integral part of consumers' shopping experience and lifestyle.

The researcher further argues that the Egyptian consumers' perception is influenced by the surrounding culture that should support the importance and integration of more formal e-commerce conduction, and more importantly, act seriously in familiarizing the Egyptian consumers with the availability of a current legal and legislative framework that supports consumers' rights during online purchasing. Both government and e-commerce providers should collaboratively aware the Egyptian consumers through specialized social awareness campaigns about the significance of the Internet as a new platform for purchasing transactions. The impersonal means of transactions through online purchasing should not be regarded as a hinder but rather as a new mean to enhance product delivery in terms of minimizing its cost and creating a more efficient selling and purchasing experience through a dynamic interactive medium.

Additionally, Online sellers should develop their websites as to minimize consumers’ uncertainty by making it as interactive as possible, by providing detailed descriptions regarding products attributes and awaring the Egyptian consumer with their rights. The latter factors may lead to the establishment of a trust foundation toward the formal e-commerce practices, a situation which the researchers perceives as an important step in fostering the adoption and diffusion of formal e-commerce conduct in Egypt.
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